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Introduction

The most notorious twentieth-century Mexican artist and
politician, Diego Rivera, stepped up to the international pedestal of art in
the late 1920s. Recognized for his revival of mural painting and
undeniable compositional skill, the middle-aged Rivera was crowned a
Michelangelo of modern art by artists, intellectuals, and admirers of the
time. When Rivera traveled to the United States to show off his
peacock's tail, the American media also participated readily in the
servile flattery of the Mexican master. Yet, as was evident in print
media, Rivera's art was revered more for its technical ability to depict
Mexico and its culture, than for the revolutionary ideas it was trying to

Ilustracion 1. Rivera in front of' unfinished
mural at Cuernavaca, 1930.

portray. In fact, the media manufactured a cultural argumentation about
the artist that was blind to Rivera's desire to spread communism on the walls of capitalist buildings. Thus,
when "the greatest living master of fresco painting" 1 exposed a turkey's tail instead of a peacock's, the media
changed the fawning to vitriol. As a result, Rivera's career in the United States was ephemeral.
Even before his arrival in the United States, Rivera was often the subject of laudatory newspaper and
magazine articles. New York Times art critic Ernest Gruening, did not consider it an exaggeration when he
referred to Rivera as "a national institution" in Mexico. To him, he was" the outstanding exemplification of the
artistic renaissance which has swept Mexico in the wake of the Revolution." 2 Many others thought the same.
Upon his arrival in New York in 1933, newspaper articles viewed Rivera as something of a genial rarity. One
author described him as a "large, smiling Mexican," who worked incessantly to finish the frescoes for the
upcoming Museum of Modern Art exhibition. 3 The American media's sycophancy even allowed Rivera to
lecture. As often as he could, Rivera enlightened reporters about the future of contemporary American art.
"Early Indian art," he once said, "is the true basis of the American tradition." 4
But this praise was not to last. From the beginning, his kingly image did not diffuse to all the
American public. A few outspoken individuals keenly saw past Rivera's "international master" facade to the
inner politician within. And as Rivera's art came to color the walls of San Francisco, Detroit, and New York,
the media caught on to his political agenda, which had always been there. Ultimately costing him his "artistic
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throne," the episode that marked the unmasking of Rivera was his standoff with John D. Rockefeller over a
mural the latter had commissioned for the RCA Building in New York. No longer able to hide his Communist
intentions by trying to include Lenin's face in the mural, the American public responded to the scandal both
with outrage and with sympathy. The media discovered Rivera's propagandist tendencies often hidden under
his skill and began to portray him as an unabashed and disturbing vocal foreign stain on American politics and
art. Criticisms of his art and his persona suddenly appeared in the newspapers; future commissions were
suddenly canceled; and Rivera suddenly fell from stardom in the United States.
In the few years that followed the RCA controversy, Rivera became to the media much less than a
world-renowned muralist, and much more of a "radical Mexican communist." Such a foreign influence was
not welcome within the boundaries of the United States at the time. To understand this turnabout of opinion
by the media, it is necessary to track Rivera's image in American newspapers and magazines during his
sojourns in the United States. Apparently ignored at the beginning, Rivera's philosophies about art, his
political agenda, and his rabble-rousing personality, soon opened the media's eyes to what had always been a
reality for Rivera: communism was in his veins.

Rivera: His Art, His Life, and His Politics
"Art was my destiny and would find me everywhere I went"

Diego Rivera's life was replete with contradictions. His
political affiliation, his commissions on capitalist walls, his religion,
his artistic styles, his friends, his enemies, and his lovers, seem
paradoxical to the observer. Indeed, his life followed a complicated
course, with many twists and turns that even puzzled his most loyal
admirer. Those who hailed him for his patriotic Communist rhetoric,
became disillusioned with his acceptance to paint on the walls of
Ilustracion 2. Rivera working on an
unidenttificd mural.

the most capitalist country of all: the United States. Rivera himself
seemed to owe fidelity to none but to his art and his revolutionary

principles, which always hovered above him. "Almost as soon as my fat baby fingers could grasp a pencil, I
was marking up walls, doors, and furniture," 5 he wrote in his autobiography. Indeed, as his life progressed,
Rivera would be torn between his nature as an artist, who needed to paint to be able to eat, and his ambitions
as a politician. In the United States, Rivera's simultaneous sensitivity to both, the Communist and the artistic
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natures within, only came to be discovered by the public after the RCA controversy. But, as Rivera expressed
in his autobiography, the double sensitivity had always been there.
In his autobiography, Rivera, somewhat arrogantly styles himself as a "natural-born revolutionary''
whose early life experiences pointed him in the direction of socialism. Equipped with unique ideas about life
and bold in action, Rivera saw himself as rising above the "average" child. Although his rebellious conduct
throughout childhood shocked his relatives, they also revealed a sense of "destiny" in him, especially tied to
art.
Baptized as "Diego Maria de la Concepcion Juan Nepomuceno Estanislao de la Rivera y Barrientos
Acosta y Rodriguez" in 1886, Rivera and his twin brother came to the world to Guanajuato, Mexico. Diego's
mother, Maria Barrientos Rivera, was an obstetrician, from whose books, he said, he learned anatomy. His
father, his homonym, was a municipal councilor at one time, then a major in the army, later a teacher, an
inspector of the rural schools of the state, and lastly, an editor of The Democrat journal. Curiously however,
Rivera distanced himself from this world in his autobiography by emphasizing that he was raised by an Indian
woman, Antonia, who took him to the forest and taught him indigenous witchcraft and to love nature, a
socialistic ideal.
Rivera's ancestry was multi-racial and ethnically diverse, with ties to the military, Spanish nobility,
Juarez's cause, philosophy, mining, and Russia. From his grandmother, he said, he inherited the three races:
white, red, and black. 6 Anita Brenner, art critic for the New York Times, once described Rivera in terms of the
"mixed bloods in his veins" and "the cosmopolite weave of his life:"
The suave, large build and the jowl of an Italian; the quick, plausible tongue and scholastic air of a Spaniard;
the skin and the small square hands of a Mexican Indian; the bold, intelligent and way eyes of a Jew; the
easy manner and quick interest of a man of culture and curiosity; the silences of a Russian and a man of
intellect; the shade of melancholy of the sensitive human animal in some incomprehensible zoo; and the
thing that is Rivera uniquely, a generous kind of charm, an oiled wit, and a way of dovetailing his notions to
his audience that gives every hearer a man-to-man status. He has nothing, he insists, of an Anglo-Saxon.7

A curious, back-talking, and irreverent iconoclast, Rivera as a child seemed to possess revolutionary
ideas in his veins. One of the many incidents that "revealed" this character is described in his autobiography,
and seems clearly fabricated. At the age of six, his aunt took him to a Catholic church for the first time.
Seeing the people worship around him, Rivera felt what he described as a "indignation and an impulse to
laugh." Apparently, his revulsion was so great that he stood on top of the altar and screamed obscenities at
everyone in the church, embarrassing his aunt and scaring away the priest, who thought him to be the devil's
child.
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Character-shaping experiences such as his recruitment into an aging leftist military group, the plot to
kill Porfirio Diaz, sexual relations at the age of nine, and cannibalism, seem to fit with the Communist agenda
quite nicely. Indeed, in telling anecdotes as that of slicing a pregnant mouse's stomach to see how children
were born, Rivera was justifying his anti-establishment beliefs and make them sound like to him, they were the
most natural way of thinking.
About his love for art, Rivera held it as his "destiny." Showing his prowess in art at an early age,
Rivera enjoyed his parent's support in art education. He went to prestigious art schools in Mexico and studied
in Europe later on. At the extremely young age of thirteen, Rivera entered the famous San Carlos School of
Fine Arts. At this time, he learned the European classical style of drawing, although he developed an interest
in pre-Columbian forms and designs, motive for which he organized a protest against Profirio Diaz, whom he
described as the one to blame for the "stultification of life and art in Mexico." 8
With an interest individualism, he became a pupil of Jose Guadalupe Posada, a renowned Mexican
folk artist. In his autobiography, Rivera relates one time when his father discovered some of his drawings and
asked him where he had copied them from. Outraged, he responded, "Why do you think I'm such a fool that I
have to copy from anybody?" 9 Yet, when Rivera studied in Europe, escaping the Revolution of 1910, he
copied Picasso's cubist style for several years. Imitation was to be one of the major criticisms of his art in the
United States.
In Europe, he mostly engaged in an Epicurean style of living. His days consisted of studying the work
of masters like Michelangelo, Cezanne, and Renoir, painting naked in front of his studio window, and talking
philosophy with artists like Andre Breton, Marcel Duchamp, and Picasso over a cup of coffee. Yet, all this was
part of the process of "finding himself," which he did in the end, when Rivera decided that "to produce true and
complete pictures of the life of the toiling masses," was his call in life. The ideal, was that his art was to be the
"art of the people," that is, that belonged to them in public places like post offices, schools, theaters, and
railroad stations. 10
The characterization of his art as "belonging to the people," however, represents a paradox in Rivera,
which would also become a criticism in later years. Coming from a middle class background, Rivera had
opportunities that did not present themselves to other aspiring artists. Instead of being an "artist of the
people," he was more of an outside observer of the Mexican culture, which he esteemed highly. Indeed, it
was Rivera's passion for Mexico, its history, its people, and its ambiance, that earned him fame around the
world, and later carried him to the shores of the United States.
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But before he made his trip to the United States, the Mexican
Communist Party (PCM) employed Rivera's art skills as propaganda
tools. Correspondingly, Rivera sought to express with art, PCM's
goals to diminish U.S. influence in Mexico and undermine the
amicable relations between both countries. 11 In his frescoes at the
Ministry of Education in Mexico City, Rivera's xenophobic and anticapitalist principles wove themselves in the content of the paintings.
Finished in 1926, one of these panels, "The Wall Street Banquet,"
plainly reveals Rivera's bitterness against the capitalist tycoons of the
U.S. Caricatures of John D. Rockefeller, Henry Ford and J.P. Morgan,
depict them as greedy old men sitting at a dinner table with their
wives, examining the gold ticker tape of the stock exchange. 12
Ironically, two of the men he mocked, would seek his art only five
years later.
Rivera's political role was often ignored by his admirers who
saw in his art, not propaganda, but a skillful use of color and
composition. This is what drew California sculptor Ralph Stackpole to

Ilustraciim 3. 'The Wall Street Banquet,' the
Ministry of Education, Mexico City, t 926.

Rivera's work when he first met him in Paris. "Enormously excited" about what he had seen, Stackpole
became the major force behind Rivera's premier commission in San Francisco. 13 A Literary Digest writer
describes this irony aptly in a matter-of-fact statement: "Proletariat art is recognized as superior art by the
capitalist class, which has to pay for it." 14 This quote also touches upon the paradoxical reality that although
Rivera identified three symbolic oppressors in life: clericalism, militarism, and capitalism, he necessarily
depended upon the latter for daily sustenance.
Rivera' s involvement with the PCM and its administration had been well established before
Stackpole's recommendations in the United States. Along with Mexican muralists Jose Clemente Orozco and
David Alfaro Siqueiros, Rivera had formed the Sindicato Revolucionario de Obreros Tecnicos y Plasticos, a
splinter of the PCM, the year after he returned from Europe in 1922. In 1923, Rivera was elected to the
PCM's Executive Committee, and soon dominated this and another organization for painters and sculptors
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(Union Communista de Pintores y Escultores), which he also
formed.

15

As one of the editors of the Party's official

publication, El Machete, Rivera had ample opportunity to
spread his socialist ideas in visual form, especially in the
murals that the Mexican government had commissioned him
to do on several public buildings in Mexico City. Rivera's
intent was to produce an art which would enlighten the
common people about their own exploitation, especially by
Americans, which is one of the reasons why his presence in

llustracion -t Rivera and Frida Kahlo marching
with the Sindicato de Pintores y Escritores, ca. 1930.

the United States was viewed as betrayal by some of his comrades. For other keen observers, his acceptance
to paint capitalist walls seemed purely ironic.
Although he had been expelled from the PCM because of internal conflicts caused by the economic
recession of 1929, Rivera continued his socialist intentions with art, under the international Trotskyite
movement. In 1930, he edited a volume of his mentor's works, Guadalupe Posada. Together with Frances
Toor and Pablo O'Higgins, he revived this art-form which had been widely popular in the 19th century. These
engravings served to criticize the United States as a nation, U.S. capitalists as a class, and Mexican officials
and businessmen as a type. Some artists' works represented a blatant bitterness toward the United States.
Alberto Beltran's engravings depicted the Yankee capital as the cause of Mexican inflation, natives kicking
capitalists, and an enchained Latin America secured by a lock representing the United States, the key to
which was the dollar sign. 16
Concerned primarily with the poverty, suffering, and oppression of the Mexican people, this type of art
was to be a service to the people, which "ought to reflect the social reality of its time," requiring "the union of
content and realist forms," 17 according to PCM goals. Considering himself the apt person to create an "epic
form of art" that would aid the proletariat's organization, its struggle in social reconstruction, and an
expression of the beauty of its masses, Rivera would often boast of his qualifications "to be a workman under
other workmen." 18
The narrative quality of Rivera's art, thus, was flagrantly political in nature. In fact, Rivera deemed
that revolution, the principal interest in the worker's life, "has to be touched first" 19 in painting. With "art as a
political instrument," Rivera would try to educate the masses on their apparent ignorance of their miserable
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plight. He justified his intentions by paternalistically arguing that his role as an artist was to be a "spokesman
for the proletariat." "One can analyze epoch after epoch- from the stone age to our own day- and see that
there is no form of art which does not also play an essential political role," 20 he said.
In using art as a tool of politics, Rivera hoped that both, the common people would be educated, and
that his experience would be "significant to artists everywhere." The first he accomplished quite readily.
According to a Literary Digest writer, the common people paused longer before Rivera's public work than any
other.21 Leon Trotsky himself praised Rivera as "the greatest interpreter" of the October Revolution. "The
hidden springs of the social revolution," he said, are "in the frescoes of Diego Rivera." 22 But, Rivera would
find a few stumbling blocks before "artists everywhere," especially in the United States, revered his art after
his political persona was discovered.

Rivera's Sojourn in Gringo/and
"I sought solace in Lenin's advice about working from within the enemy camp"

Although he had made his debut in San Francisco the previous year, Rivera's one-man exhibition in
New York's Museum of Modern Art in 1931, thrust him into the newspaper columns. Perhaps because at the
time, New York was becoming the art capital of the world, Rivera's presence in the symbol of capitalism, the
Big Apple, was extremely important not only for the international prestige he was acquiring, but also for the
socialist ideals he sought to communicate.
The New York Times has an extensive coverage of Rivera's short-lived invitation to leave his mark
on the capitalist walls of the United States. Initially, these reviews were positive, but it is evident that not all
were pleased with the presence of a foreign communist in New York City. About his MOMA exhibition, the
writers of the Times emphasized to the public that the Museum was according Rivera an incredible honor by
allowing him to follow the only one other one-man exhibition artist, Henri Matisse. The Museum also accorded
Rivera other honors worthy of mentioning in the paper. The article said that a delegation of museum officers
met him at the pier, then took him on a tour, and later took him to a studio which had been engaged for him,
treatment worthy of a king.
From the media's point of view, Rivera was "a large, genial man," hardworking and attentive to the
museums needs. Rivera played up to this image and had agreed to create six removable frescoes for the
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exhibition because without frescoes it "would not have been representative of the artist's work. "23 In the days
following the opening of the exhibition (December 23, 1931), Rivera drew crowds to the Museum. The Times
reported that only two weeks after its opening, daily attendance at the Rivera show had "broken all previous
records." With an average attendance of 2,177 per day and a total of 19,595, the exhibition's attendance was
about 5,000 greater than the Museum's record at its two earlier most largely attended exhibitions, the article
said. 24
Whether it was because of the artist's notoriousness or the messages in his work, as the numbers
grew, spectators began to speak out about what they saw. In a letter to the editor on January 3, 1932 a visitor
to the exhibition criticized the New York Times art critics for being "naive and uninformed" about Rivera's
work. Contradicting the praise of art critics, the author, John J. Munroe, labeled Rivera's work as "flat and
uninspired" and failing to be "glorious." 25
Munroe contended that art critics often preferred foreign artists to native ones. "With cruel injustice or
indifference," art critics seemed to admire in Rivera what they "ironically condemn time and time again in a
mere American artist," he said. But art critics were not alone in espousing this behavior, Munroe thought art
sponsors were also at fault for the "neglect and starvation" of the American artist. In his eyes, the Museum of
Modern Art officials had failed to give American artists what they had for Rivera- "studios, publicity, lectures,
entertainment, every assistance and courtesy that time, money, social influence can possibly provide," he
said.
Although his contempt for Rivera stemmed from his nationalism, Munroe also disagreed with art
critics about the artist's talent. Rivera's "greatness," he said, "lies in his ability to copy, imitate, adapt,
assemble, arrange and rearrange the subjects and creations of other artists and to cover with inconsequential
and mediocre (although technically skillful) decorations in wall space." 26 Considering him a "lifelong copyist,
somersaulting from one influence to the next without shame or conscience," Munroe thought Rivera was more
a politician than an artist. In Mexico, he asserted, "the best politician, not necessarily the best artist, gets the
walls." The art critics, he thought, had misleadingly characterizing Rivera's work as original, when to him it
was "plain and frank stealing of [Mexican] archaeological and popular art motives." 27
This letter to the editor is particularly enlightening because it touches upon several issues that would
later become like arrows shot at Rivera and his work. Munroe, like many others later, saw that Rivera was a
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politician above an artist, the art establishments in America clearly favored him over American artists, and
Rivera's skill lay not in originality, but in imitation. All but the last allegation, were essentially correct.
Shortly after this expose, art critics became more critical of Rivera. "Good and evil will follow in the
train of the exhibition of the art of Diego Rivera at the Museum of Modern Art," said a Literary Digest writer.
Apparently holding a twofold opinion of Rivera's work, he warned, "Those artists who are able "to detach a
principle" from him will gain by seeing his work. Those who are merely copyists by nature will be led into one
more by-path of self-deception." 28
The three frescoes dealing with American themes that Rivera added a few days after the exhibition's
opening, also was ground for discussion. Edward Alden Jewell, art critic for the New York Times, brought
Rivera down from the cloud, while at the same time responding to Munroe's letter to the editor. The frescoes:
"Frozen Assets" and "Electric Power," Jewell said, "leave one unimpressed." Lacking in "alpestrine quality,"
"Frozen Assets" can hardly suffice to convince the Communist party that it ought to beg Senor Rivera to come
back into the fold," he said. Aesthetically, these works were "bleakly literary," Jewell thought. As a whole,
however, Rivera's work was "appealing." 29
Jewell accepted Munroe's criticism that Rivera had "stolen" native archaeological and popular art
motifs, yet he determined "the bereft may at least find solace that these motifs could not be in abler hands."
"Plagiarism," he pointed out, was a tradition in American culture that had in the past been thought of highly, as
is exemplified by Shakespeare's work, who "stole everything in his repertory." And about Rivera's political
tendencies, Jewell considered him "versatile enough to be a great artist; one who, having trodden the paths of
idolatry, has survived to "find himself." As a final point, Jewell said "Spleen cannot wash these frescoes from
the wall." 30 He would have been surprised a few months later when Rockefeller would destroy the frescoes
not with spleen but with censorship.
With this prelude to the art world of New York, Rivera still drew many to his art and those who could
afford it, showered him with commissions. The most memorable was that of Nelson D. Rockefeller, who,
finishing his spectacular Radio City Building, hired Rivera to adorn its walls with the colorful compositions for
which he was known. What Rockefeller got instead, was a lesson in socialism, and New Yorkers would be
affected by the bomb that would soon explode over this contract.
Before the building itself was finished, the rumor that murals would decorate the RCA Building
brought up the issue of who would be assigned to paint them- foreign or native artists. On January, 24, 1932,
a writer addressed a letter of protest written by the New School for Social Science in the New York Times.
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The letter expressed the school's revulsion to have the art of Rivera or of Jose Maria Sert, one of the other
potential artists, on the walls of Radio City. The school wanted instead, "American art to have its long
withheld chance." The unnamed author of the article seemed to agree with the letter. Although both Rivera
and Sert were "first-rate artists," he said, American artists were "admirably prepared for a task that rightfully
belong(ed] to them." "Radio City ought to be decorated by American artists," he stated. 31
The New York Times also interviewed Raymond Hood, one of the associated architects in charge of
the RCA Building. He stated that although "nothing definite" had as yet been decided about the murals,
"native artists stood as good a chance as foreign artists." Hood even denied that Matisse, Picasso, Rivera,
and Sert were in the list of prospective muralists, by saying that "Americans stood the best chance of all." 32
A few opinions about Rivera's possibility of painting the RCA murals surfaced in the media. In a letter
to the editor published the next month, Carl Sonman reflected on the "obnoxious aspects" of patriotismpolitics: favoritism, wirepulling, cliques and arrogant snobbishness, which should be "impartial and
international exponent of beauty alone, abstract or otherwise." In Rivera's art, Sonman said, one cannot
expect a greater percentage of surpassing genius than in those of music or literature. 33
About eight months later, the New York Times reported that as expected by the rumors, Rockefeller
did choose "alien artists" to paint the murals at the RCA Building. Frank Brangwyn of England, Jose Maria Sert
of Spain, and Diego Rivera of Mexico would execute nine lager panels in the main corridor of the building.
The explanation offered by the developers was that to choose foreign artists was consistent with the
"international character" of the project. 34
With this commission, Rivera became much more than a famous artist. In the course of the year, his
art drew attention to ordinary citizens, politicians, students, and other artists. While working at the Rockefeller
Center, he was to occupy the front-page of the New York Times, and his work was to come under both
criticism and praise. It was both attitudes toward his art that would split the American public into two opposing
camps: Rivera supporters and Rivera critics. Critics ultimately prevailed as Rockefeller fired Rivera for his
insult to capitalism. Ironically, Rockefeller attacked Rivera for something that had been obvious since the
beginning: his double nature as an artist and a politician. Before his mural in New York, Rivera's role in the
Mexican Communist Party and his opinion of Rockefeller, as he expressed it in the Ministry of Education
murals, were clear to the public. Why Rockefeller commissioned him in the first place is a puzzle that can
only be answered by Rivera's artistic skill.
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Rivera and the Detroit Murals
"/ have been accused of symbolism which I did not intend"

One day after Rivera arrived in New York to paint
the RCA Building mural, the New York Times headlines read
"DETROIT IN FUROR OVER RIVERA ART." The "furor'' was
over the subject of Rivera's latest murals on the walls of the
Detroit Institute of Art. Commissioned by Edsel Ford, Rivera
depicted a history of the industrialization of the city of Detroit.
A section of one of the murals became the subject of attack
by representatives of American conservatism and the
Catholic Church especially. About the controversy, Rivera
stated that what was being labeled as a figurative "caricature
of the Holy Family," by its opponents, was actually what it
literally portrayed: a doctor vaccinating a baby held in the
arms of a nurse with animals, from which the vaccinations

llustracion 5. Vaccination, the Detroit Institute of Arts,
1932.

came, surrounding them. Yet, the stain was still there. The press about the Detroit murals caused many to
reevaluate the avowed leftist's role in a capitalist country.
To spokespersons of the Catholic Church in particular, Rivera's representation was "communistic and
irreligious," and should be removed. By the time the media in New York broke the story, the Detroit City
Council had been called to decide whether or not the picture would be permitted to remain in the Institute.
Leaders of the opposition like George Hermann Derry, president of the Mary Grove College, Catholic school
for girls and Rev. H. Ralph Higgins, senior curate of St. Paul's Cathedral denounced Rivera's work as "a
heartless hoax," "pure Communist propaganda," and "a travesty on the spirit of Detroit." Rivera's defendants,
among them Dr. W. R. Valentiner, director of the Detroit Institute of Arts, Fred L. Black, president of the
People's Museum Association, and Rev. Augustus P. Reccord, pastor of the Unitarian Church, considered the
work as "the greatest work of a modern artist" and "a stunning interpretation of industrial life." Valentiner
stated that religious or not, the picture at hand made no difference to the lnstitute's devotion to art. He made
this statement:
It would be as out of place for me to ask Rivera to change his paintings at the request of any religious or
political organization as it would be for me to remove the many crucifixes, religious paintings and church
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relics from our collecbons because they gave offense to Jews, unorthodox Christians and the thousands
who have no interest in any church. 35

Asserting that in the picture he had rather tried to sanctify science as contributing to the saving of
life,36 Rivera came to his own defense and said he found himself in a curious position- "The Official
Communist party of this country has expelled me from membership; and now the conservative element
attacks me."37 He characterized the conservative element as blind to the "glorification of the working man."
And about changing the murals, Rivera said he would not alter them. "The paintings are finished," he said.
The controversy "aroused extreme surprise here," 38 according to a New York Times article. Yet,
perhaps because it was not a domestic issue, several art leaders in New York took Rivera's side. Among
those supporters figured John Sloan, president of the Society of Independent Artists, who contended that
"those who read sacrilege into the work were really themselves guilty of sacrilege." 39 Another art leader
concluded that if the paintings were whitewashed, "nothing can ever be done to whitewash America." 40
Others maintained that Rivera's sketches had been approved before he began to work, thus there should
have been "no ground for complaint now." Rivera used this same argument when Rockefeller fired him, but to
no avail.

New York Times art critic Edward Alden Jewell who came to Rivera's defense against a letter to the
editor shortly after his exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art, also thought the case against Rivera was
futile, since the sketches had been approved. Jewell proposed a five-year viewing plan for the murals, in
"simple fairness, especially since he was invited to do this work, and since his sketches were accepted by the
art committee," he said. 41 He mentioned Rivera's long history of the "menacing broadside brush of the
whitewasher" in Mexico, and held that "luckily ... the whitewash cannot, as does fresco, eat into the plaster." 42
To him, Rivera was "a genuinely creative artist, imaginative in execution, with a deep fund for craft knowledge
on which to draw."
In the midst of this controversy, art critic Anita Brenner wrote a feature article about Rivera, praising
his past and present work. She justified Rivera's stand on the controversy by explaining that Rivera
considered his job in the world to interpret America to the Americans. To him, she wrote, the United States
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expressed its creative force and its sense of beauty through machines and through the scientific research that
creates machines. In this, Rivera saw his service to the working class. 43
Among the final efforts to tilt the judgment of the Detroit Arts Commission, Rev. H. Ralph Higgins of
St. Paul's Cathedral had formed a committee of citizens and had filed a formal protest with the Arts
Commission. He protested Rivera's work for portraying a "grossly one-sided, materialistic and an unfair
interpretation of Detroit life," thus neglecting the "cultural aspects of Detroit." 44 Higgin's opinions withstanding,
the Detroit Arts Commission had formally accepted Rivera's murals and declared the issue null. 45 Perhaps
Edsel Ford's vocalized "admiration" for Rivera's work had something to do with the verdict.
Although Rivera rose victorious in the Detroit scandal, his reputation had been splashed by the
vituperations of his opponents. As many would find out in the next year, Rev. H. Ralph Higgins's perception of
Rivera as "Communistic and irreligious," was closer to the fact than they had many imagined. The Detroit
scandal and Rivera's history, should have been a red light to his capitalist patron in New York. Nevertheless,
the offer to paint the modern RCA Building was still standing.

Rivera and the RCA Mural
"In human creation there is something which belongs to humanity at large
and no individual owner has the right to destroy it"

On May 10, 1933, Rivera's name occupied the front page of the New York Times, sparking a debate
that would include voices from across the American spectrum. The paper reported that John D. Rockefellers
had banned a portrait of Nicolai Lenin in the RCA mural and had dismissed Rivera, the most "sought-after''
artist of the 1930s. The article explained that the representatives of Todd, Robertson & Todd, managing
agents on behalf of Nelson Rockefeller, had asked Rivera to halt the painting of his mural and handed him a
check for $14,000, terminating his employment. It also described how a crowd of about 100 students and
other admirers of the painter had marched around the RCA Building a couple of hours after Rivera's dismissal,
shouting "Save Rivera's art," and "We want Rivera." The demonstration ended in a riot after some taxicab
drivers had joined the police and started a "free-for-all" fight. 46 Rivera's recollection of the event was that "one
of the very scenes I had depicted in my mural materialized before my eyes: the back of a seven-year-old girl,
whose little legs could not carry her to safety in time, was injured by the blow of a club." 47
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Ilustracion 6. Study for the RCA Building mural, Man at the Crossroads, 1932.

According to the Times, it was the figure of Lenin joining the hands of a soldier, a worker, and a black
man, which raised Rockefeller's objection. Art critic, Rose Lee Martin, described the mural 48 as a "direct
persuasion to revolt:"
It shows a man at the center of the universe, animal and vegetable, mineral and astronomic. A laborer, he
stands at the controls of destiny, uncertain as yet whether to push the lever that spins the fly-wheel of
revolution. To his right lies the capitalist world as Rivera sees it: dominated by the image of an antique god,
and overrun by hunger, war and brutality, where the only hope lies in the youth as instructed by Darwin. To
the left is a Soviet world of forward-marching masses, who have decapitated the god of fascism and war.
Factory workers with conspicuously well-stocked lunch boxes sit cheerfully on the fallen marble head. 49

According to Rivera, Rockefeller and his advisers did not find the mural as "highly imaginative" as
they had expected it to be, its effect being unpleasant. They also objected to the "brilliant colors in the
background," 50 he said. But the full text of the correspondence between Rockefeller, Rivera and Hugh S.
Robertson, of Todd, Robertson & Todd, revealed there was more to the story than an objection to color.
Rockefeller's letter, dated May 4, 1933, is friendly yet assertive. Rockefeller states Rivera's "thrilling
mural" is "beautifully painted," yet, Lenin's portrait, "might very easily seriously offend a great many people,"
especially because "this is a public building." Thus, he continued, "As much as I dislike to do so, I am afraid
we must ask you to substitute the face of some unknown man where Lenin's face now appears." Then, after
stating his enthusiasm for the work Rivera had been doing, he added, "to date we have in no way restricted
you in either subject or treatment. I am sure you will understand our feeling in this situation and we will greatly
appreciate your making the suggested substitution." 51
Rivera's response to Rockefeller's "kind letter'' on May 6, 1933, begins politely as well, but gets
continually moderately aggressive in the course of it. First, he makes a point of Rockefeller's acceptance of
the previous sketches. "Each time [Lenin) appeared as a general and abstract representation of the concept
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of leader, an indispensable human figure," 52 he wrote. About the possible offense someone might take,
Rivera asserted, "I am sure that that class of person who is capable of being offended by the portrait of a
deceased great man, would feel offended, given such a mentality, by the entire conception of my painting."
Rivera continued with the often quoted statement of self-assertion, "Therefore, rather than mutilate the
conception, I should prefer the physical destruction of the conception in its entirety, but conserving at least, its
integrity. "53
In a compromising spirit, Rivera offered to change a section of the mural and add a portrait of
Abraham Lincoln, " a great American historical leader ... who symbolizes the unification of the country and the
abolition of slavery." Adding, "no one will be able to object to them without objecting to the most fundamental
feelings of human love and solidarity and the constructive social force represented by such men," 54 Rivera
hoped this solution would clarify the meaning of the general painting.
The general "unclearness" of Rivera's portrayal of Lenin, was an issue raised by Robertson in a letter
to Rivera. "There was not the slightest intimation, either in the description or in the sketch, that you would
include in the mural any portraits or any subject matter of a controversial nature," Robertson wrote. "Under
the circumstances," he continued, "we cannot but feel that you have taken advantage of the situation to do
things which were never contemplated by either of us at the time our contract was made." Claiming a certain
"right" to tell Rivera what to do, Robertson asserted, "There should be no hesitation on your part to make such
changes as are necessary to conform the mural to the understanding we had with you." 55 But because Rivera
had been unwilling to make changes "which would bring his fresco into harmony with the artistic and
architectural conception of the great hall," Robertson sent him a final letter releasing him of his duties. In a
later statement, he also explained that "irrespective to its merits as a painting, [the mural] is artistically and
thematically incongruous." 56
A day after the story broke, spokespersons for the RCA Building said they were considering "new art
work to occupy its place." 57 Indeed, the possibility that "an American artist probably would be employed to
execute a painting to be hung over the Rivera frescoes,"

58

was no doubt, a victory for those who thought

foreign artists provoked the "neglect and starvation" of American artists. In his own defense, Rivera said his
art was being "assassinated." Denying that the work was Communist propaganda, he considered the conflict
"a moral question." "They have violated two fundamental elementary rights, the right of the artist to create, to
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llustracion 7. Man, Controller of the Universe, 1934. Mexico City, Musco dcl Palacio de Bellas Artcs.

express himself, and the right to receive the judgment of the world, of posterity," he said. In his mind, the
Rockefellers were at fault for not objecting to the preliminary sketches, or his personal character and ideals
from the beginning. "They knew that I desired to portray existent life, not life as they would wish it to be
portrayed," he said. 59 In this accusation, Rivera was correct. In plenty of occasions, Rockefeller and his
cohorts had been averted of Rivera's politics before they invited him to paint the RCA building. As an
example, the Ministry of Education mural and the Detroit scandal should have served as a warning that Rivera
was politician and artist at the same time.
Once Rockefeller did his duty, conservative artists and peoples loudly criticized Rivera. Some formed
organizations like Advance American Art Commission and Allied Artists of America, which saw Rivera's
dismissal as the illustration of the error in bringing foreign artists to the United States, "particularly when
American artists are as great as any foreigners." 60 Designed to function "solely for the purpose of publicly
coping with the existing foreign evils and abuses threatening American Art," the Commission sought to
advance the "cause of American art." The Allied Artists of America president said, "It is disgraceful the way
American painters and sculptors are belittled." 61 The Fine Arts Federation of New York, comprising sixteen
societies, also launched a protest against "unfair competition and exploitation on the part of foreign artists to
the disadvantage of equally meritorious American art."62
Individuals also opposed Rivera. Touching upon the issue of "majority rules," Harry Watrous,
president of the National Academy of Design, said, "It does not seem to me suitable to put the figure of Lenin
in such a composition when 99 per cent of the people of this country do not believe in his principles." 63 Edwin
H. Blashfield, dean of American mural painters, also thought the mural was inappropriate. "If Rivera's art
59
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expressed opposition to the American Government," he said, "it should not be tolerated by the American
people." 64 Agreeing with this view of Rivera, F. Ballard Williams, national chairman of the American Artists
Professional League, said he was disappointed that "an artist of Rivera's power could not confine himself to
the purely decorative demands of the murals in question." The incident, he added, may appear as "one more
regrettable instance of our tendency to pursue the lure of foreign names, too often, as it has happened, to our
uncalled-for disadvantage and too often as an affront to our own dignity and attainment." 65 Alon Bement,
director of the National Alliance of Art and Industry was also disappointed that "so great an artist as Rivera
should have been willing to relinquish his fine standing as a mural painter and condescend to become a mere
propagandist." 66
Several letters to the editor during that week, reveal the main arguments of antagonism toward
Rivera's art. "An apotheosis of Lenin on the walls of Rockefeller Center is about as appropriate as a frieze of
swastikas over the doors of a synagogue," said one editorial. 67 The author raises the paradoxical question: Is
not Lenin portrayed as bringing together soldiers, sailors and workers for the overthrow of the capitalist
system on a seventy-story building erected to commemorate the establishment of capitalism? "There is no
sense," he said, "in making a monumental wall-painting cry "Liar" to the wall on which it is spread." Rivera's
inclusion of Lenin in the mural, was to him, "an ironic shout of laughter by the painter against the architect and
builder." "There is no reason why either the Rockefellers or the people of New York should like it," he
concludes.
Another of Rivera's critics, Anna M. L. Phillips, wrote a letter to the editor published on May 12, 1933,
in which she asserts that Lenin's face on the mural of such a "world-famous" building is "an insult to the
conceptions of all great artists from the early Renaissance period to the present day." People like herself, she
said, "could not tolerate for a moment the elevation to a high place in our own art world of the face of Lenin,
whose followers proclaim: There is no God. Nothing is mightier than man himself!" 68
Also on the opposing side, Nicholas Haz suggested architects should have been "smarter in selecting
their mural painters." He asked,
Why is it that when American architects, plus American labor, achieve magnificent structures to symbolize
the power, courage and success (I mean it) of American capitalism, they must import foreign Communists
to decorate them? Do you suppose that the Soviets would allow foreign capitalists to ornament their
palaces with the praise of the Fords and Rockefellers and pay them large sums of money doing it?69
(italics mine).
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Ilustracion 8. Photograph of unfinished RCA Building mural, taken by Lucienne Bloch just before all work was
stopped in May 1933.

Another letter to the editor "warmly commended" Rockefeller's actions. The author, Harry D.
Robbins, wrote, "I do not believe that even a noted foreign artist is entitled to abuse the American
standards of political thought or introduce objectionable propaganda under the guises of art." 70
Rivera was not alone in his fight to finish the RCA mural. Since the beginning, several ad hoc groups
of writers and artists, organizations, and leaders in the art world, stood behind him. Rivera and his supporters
launched the campaign "from morning till late at night." 71 In the process of making his views public, Rivera
caused disarray in the city by calling meetings, speaking at demonstrations, going on the radio, and picketing
the RCA Building and even Rockefeller's home. The radical groups in support of Rivera had seized upon the
conflict to issue statements condemning the halting of work as comparable with "the vicious deeds of Hitler."
Some of the placards in a demonstration held at the Rockefeller home, said the following: "Save Rivera's
murals from Rockefeller vandalism," "Lenin, leader of the working class- Rockefeller, murderer of the Ludlow
workers," "Hitler and Rockefeller stifle culture," and "mass struggle for the arts of the masses." Meanwhile, a
group of 200 "radicals" chanted, "Unveil Rivera's murals!" 72
Across the country, writers, sculptors and painters of Santa Fe and Taos, two of the most noted
American art colonies, organized a united protest against the destruction of Rivera's paintings. Some in New
York had adopted resolutions such as this: "For the sake of American art of the present and the whole future
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is that the great work of Rivera be finished by him without further delay and that it be shown to the public." 73 A
group, made the "possible infringement of an artists' right to complete a contract" the reason for its
involvement. Asking that "Senor Rivera be permitted to finish the mural," they developed a letter suggesting
that the mural be opened to the public for an admission fee of $1 which would go to "charity or toward the cost
of defraying the cost of the building." 74 The authors of the letter, Suzanne La Follete and Walter Pach, felt
that Rivera's murals in the U.S. had been "of incalculable value as creative inspiration and technical
instruction for American artists." 75
Art leaders also spoke out. Supporter of Rivera's work since the Detroit controversy, John Sloan,
president of the Society of Independent Artists, defended him as "the greatest living mural painter-probably the
greatest for several centuries- in the direct line of descent from the old masters." 76 Edward Alden Jewell, who
had commented on Rivera on several previous occasions, also offered his insight on the controversy. In his
newspaper column, he defined two issues: propaganda's place in art, and the question of harmonious
relationship between "three artists so dissimilar in almost every respect." 77 Also writing in Rivera's defense,
Dudley Johnson said in a letter to the editor that the controversial aspect of a work of art is too often
exaggerated by such actions as the Rockefellers.' He suggests that perhaps it would not have been bad to
subject "the future dwellers and visitors of this great seventy-story building to the effect of the artist's
"propaganda." Sarcastically, he added, "We might go Communist after all." 78
Much to his disadvantage, opinions about Rivera varied even within the Communist party. On May
151\ the article with the headlines, "Comrade Rivera causes a red row," made this point clear. While Rivera
wanted a "unified front committee" to protest against the veiling of his mural at the time, the audience had
"booed and hissed one another." On Communist group in particular, the John Reed Club, had long borne
Rivera a grudge "for selling his genius to capitalists who had the money to buy."79 Instead of rousing his
supporters to protest, he was denounced as a "reactionary," a "counter-revolutionary," and as one who had
"betrayed the masses" by some prominent Communists, John Freeman, editor of New Masses, being among
them. In Mexico, fellow Communist, muralist, and former friend, David Alfaro Siqueiros launched an attack
on Rivera for becoming a "painter of the bourgeoisie," and being "archeological, aesthetic, mystical, religious,
static, psychologically passive, and therefore ... counter-revolutionary."
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As self-defense, Rivera explained in his autobiography that before he had finished the RCA mural, a
newspaper reporter had asked him about the meaning of the last scene depicting Lenin. The artist proceeded
to share with the newspaper reporter, his socialist philosophy. He said that although, he was "quite aware"
that he was going against public opinion, he thought that "If the United States wished to preserve it
democratic forms, it would ally itself with Russia against fascism." 81 According to Rivera, it was this
newspaper man, from the World Telegram, that had broken the storm because he suggested that Rivera had
hoaxed Rockefeller.
Rivera's red leanings were as Christmas lights on a tree once this happened and he was to suffer for
it. On May 12, 1933, the paper reported that Rivera had received a telegram the previous day canceling his
commission to paint a mural for the General Motors Building at the Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago.
His loss of the Chicago World Fair, was one of many disappointments Rivera would experience in the United
States as a result of the Rockefeller controversy.
Rivera's address to an audience in Town Hall on May 13, 1933, also made the front-page of the New
York Times, the reason being that he "admitted" his leanings were Communist, even though he had never
hidden his political preference. "His friends in Moscow," the paper reported, had given him the idea to paint a
mural with socialist messages. Rivera had disguised his intentions "as sometimes in times of war a man
disguises himself as a tree," 82 the paper reported him saying. For the American public, Rivera's discussion
with Thomas Hart Benton in a journal article in The University Review, journal of the University of Kansas City,
also revealed his red tendencies. "Only by the persistent efforts of workers, teachers and artists to achieve a
society based on productiveness rather than profits can humanity begin its fullest development," he said. "This
society must follow the program outlined by Marx. "83
A feature article on the same day also revealed Rivera's thoughts about the controversy. "He feels
about that much as a mother would feel about the death of a child," art critic Anita Brenner wrote. Delving into
his philosophies about art, Brenner recorded that the future as Rivera saw it, was a "Socialist scheme of life,
achieved through the efforts of labor" and Lenin as a "leader par excellence." In her article, the artist
contended that "a Communist society is the only one for civilized people." Giving these and other reasons for
choosing Lenin, the man whom he loved "more than any other in the world," Rivera asked- "How could I put an
'unknown man' in the place of leader?" 84
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In his autobiography, Rivera attributed the conflict to Raymond Hood's "typically American" idea of a
mural: "a mural was a mere accessory, an ornament." 85 In a radio address shortly after, Rivera made it known
that the Rockefellers were well aware of his Communist beliefs when they hired him. "Mr. Rockefeller had no
right to expect that my work would be of a different character," he said. "Even a millionaire should know that
there are some things that cannot be bought and sold." 86
To the Communist criticism that Rivera was a "traitor" to the socialist cause, he offered the
explanation that the paintings were the "banner of the proletariat." If people would unite, he said, "the day will
come when those buildings and all that is in them will belong to their workers." Calling himself "nothing more
than a soldier of the proletarian army," he persuaded the public to "unite the ranks against fascism and against
capitalist attacks.
Despite his attempts, Rivera's position in the Olympia of the art world, began to diminish after his
battle with Rockefeller in 1933. As if converted by the debate, the media participated in the general
demeaning of Rivera's image to the American public. Its attitude about Rivera, which had been laudatory not
too long before, suddenly took a plunge. In earlier articles, Rivera had been described as "a large, smiling
Mexican," 87 and after the RCA scandal, he was portrayed as "a shaggy-haired, huge-bodied painter" who
"frankly admits that his sympathies are communistic." 88 Thereafter he was referred to as the "radical Mexican
artist."

Quoting, "art should be propaganda" and "art which is not propaganda is not art at all,"89 the media

felt that Rivera was perhaps over-extending his stay in the United States.
Art critic Edward Alden Jewell commented on the shriveling American opinion of Rivera. Of his
murals at the New Workers School (a few months after the RCA mural), he said, "One of the saddest of
season's spectacles has been Diego Rivera's apparent collapse as a mural painter." To this he attributed to
the intrusion of propaganda into his once-great art, although the use of propaganda in art had been Rivera's
all-time purpose. "The walls look as if they were plastered with lurid propaganda pieces. There is little or no
mural feeling anywhere." About his work at the International Workers School, Jewell said they were
"hopelessly bad as murals and embodying craftsmanship of a high order. It is very sad." 90
In an article covering the artist's commission to paint the history of medicine at the University of
Mexico, the author mocks Rivera's response, "They have guaranteed me freedom!." He contends, "The
present Mexican regime is antireligious and Rivera is antireligious and there is no reason why his freedom
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should be guaranteed." 91 A couple of weeks later, in an article that reported Rivera's satisfaction that his
"revolutionary" art had brought forth all shades of opinion in the United States, the headlines read: "RIVERA
LOSES 100 POUNDS."

92

In another short excerpt, the New York Times painted Rivera as arrogant and

stubborn. He refused to allow any of his paintings to be placed in competition at the Carnegie Art lnstitute's
annual international exhibition because he objected to European and American judges. "What do they know
about art?" the article quoted. 93
Another such tainting of Rivera's image is evident in an excerpt reporting his arrest for drawing a gun
that he carried "in accordance with Mexican custom." The incident had been preceded by a heated discussion
with David Alfaro Siquieros and the supporters of each artist. 94 Also painting Rivera in the same rebel-rousing
light, a March 23, 1936 article described how Rivera, "famous mural painter and radical," had led 4,000 bakery
employers in a parade through Mexico City's central streets in protest of Plutarco Elias Calles, former
president of Mexico. 95
After the completion of a replica of the Rockefeller Center mural at the Palace of Fine Arts in Mexico
City, art critic Rose Lee Martin commented that Rivera's piece was remarkable for the "almost fanatical
exactness of its scientific details." In one respect the mural is disappointing, she said, "it seems somehow
cold, intellectual, lacking in personal fire." Then she added, Rivera "has withdrawn into a mysterious and not
entirely happy isolation." 96

Conclusion
"Thus was a great victory won over a portrait of Lenin; thus was free expression honored in America"

Undoubtedly hampered by the economic Depression in the United States and the influx of European
art movements represented by artists like Salvador Dali and Marcel Duchamp, Rivera became an opportunist,
a communist, and a thing of ~~5\.to

journalists' eyes. ~nda Downs, curator of education at the Detroit

Institute of Arts, described the~deterioration of Rivera's negative image in the Unite? States after he returned
to Mexico. "Rivera's work and the Mexican mural movement as a whole," she said, "have been characterized
as politically motivated, stylistically retrograde, and historically isolated." 97 Indeed, for his revolutionary ideas
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and critical comment on society, the American public soon lost interest in him, and only remembered him as
capitalism's antagonist in the RCA scandal.
Yet, Rivera's influence on American art continued despite the episode. In 1933, artist George Biddle
wrote a letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt recommending government funding of mural art much like the
Mexican government had done in the past. He wrote, "The younger artists of America are conscious as they
have never been of the social revolution that our country and civilization are going through; and they would be
eager to express these ideals in a permanent art form if they were given the government's cooperation ... I am
convinced that our mural art with a little impetus can soon result, for the first time in our history, in a vital
national expression." 98
Writer Francis V. 0. O'Connor identified this letter as the catalyst behind the creation of the first of
the New Deal's cultural support programs: the Public Works of Arts Project (1933-34) 99 which provided needy
artists during the Depression with work and finances that otherwise would not have existed. O'Connor
claimed American artists who had either worked with or were inspired by Diego Rivera, emulated him in style,
fracture and color. The imitation was not covert, for the program distributed participating artists a handbook
outlining Rivera's fresco technique. 100 These artists produced some of the more competent early murals
created under the New Deal patronage, the best of which can be seen at the Coit Tower in San Francisco. 101
Although undesirable, Rivera became a role model for many American artists, especially poor ones,
that decorated walls with colorful messages of their own. Indeed, what was seen as Rivera's greatest
downfall (the use of art as propaganda), would be seen as his greatest gift to some American artists that
revered his work and his politics: social realism. For the American media, this epiphany came much after
Rivera's debut in the United States. From the beginning they had overlooked Rivera's essence: he was a
"revolutionary with a paintbox."
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